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Surgical smoke

Retained surgical sponges

Splash & spills

Drug diversion

Slips, trips & falls

500,000 healthcare workers
are exposed to surgical plume each year. That's the daily equivalent to consuming 27-30 cigarettes in the OR.1
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Surgical sponges are 
retained nearly 12 times each day.2
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Up to 60% of cases experience
splash and spill during collection, removal or disposal of infectious fluid waste.3
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Substance abuse
occurs in roughly 10% of the population and one of the common places for drug diversion in a hospital to occur is at the practitioner-patient interface.5
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Slips, trips and falls is the second most common cause
of lost-workday injuries in hospitals. 90% greater than the average rate for other private industries combined.6
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Each day you walk into the frontlines...

...relentlessly caring for your patients.
In a fast-paced environment littered with risks and hazards, you continue to rise and sacrifice your own wellness and safety to stay committed to your duty.
Your dedication and devotion to the welfare of others is the inspiration behind our drive to create solutions that improve your safety.







“If we’re not going to commit to zero harm now, then when? And if we’re not going to do it, who will do it?… If not us, then who?”
– Mark Chassin, 
CEO Joint Commission7




At Stryker we have had the privilege to partner with you for decades.

Through this, we observed the risks, challenges and unintended outcomes you encounter in the operating room.

We champion technologies that are designed to be a safeguard. As your trusted partner, we support your culture of safety measures and quality management by prioritizing zero harm.

You deserve to have zero doubt and total peace of mind knowing your operating room is safe for all patients, surgeons and nurses.











The journey to zero has been decades in the making.
We are guided by a strong commitment to build and emphasize a culture of safety. And together, we are on the journey to zero harm – for both caregivers and patients.
Together, our goal is zero™.
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1995 - 2000

The Institute of Medicine

launched a comprehensive quality initiative, Joint Commission established sentinel event policy, Leapfrog Group was founded, and the cornerstone To Err is Human report is published.






2001

Our goal is zero 
splash & spills

Splash incidence rates are up to 60% with canister fluid disposal.3 Pioneered by an OR nurse, we launched the first-generation Neptune fluid and smoke waste management system as the only constantly closed system on the market.






2008

Our goal is zero blind spots.

Illuminated instruments enter the retractor market, enabling thermally cool visualization to combat the risks of limited access and visualization.






2012

Healthcare rankings increase in visibility.

Clinicians and patients are aware of their choices for safe care. U.S. News updates their Best Hospital list criteria and Leapfrog has launched their Hospital Safety Grades.






2016

Our goal is zero 
surgical smoke.

A mounting body of evidence shows surgical plume contains 150+ chemicals and 16 EPA priority pollutants.8 We combated this with our 2015 smoke evacuation launch. In 2016, AORN launched its Go Clear Award Program. In 2018, Rhode Island passed legislation to become the first state to go smoke free.






2018

Our goal is zero retained surgical sponges.

Surgical sponges are retained nearly 12 times each day.2 Despite its continued position as a top 10 sentinel event year after year, including being the No. 1 reported sentinel event as recently as 2018, standalone manual counting practices remain the standard of care. Stryker’s SurgiCount system is the only adjunct technology with a track record of zero. 11 million procedures, 0 retained sponges.*






“Zero is possible. Zero harm is an achievable goal. Healthcare organizations give a lot of reasons for why they don’t want to commit to the goal of zero harm. But I have to say, if you are satisfied with just a couple percent better - how many patients is it okay if they suffer preventable infections. I think the only acceptable answer is zero. If we’re not going to commit to zero now - then when? And if we’re not going to do it, who will do it? If not us, then who?”

– Mark Chassin, 
CEO Joint Commission7
(Citation source: 4:54-6:05)
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The Joint Commission launches the Leading the way to Zero

campaign to create a future of zero harm in healthcare.







2020

A tranformational shift in the focus on protecting caregivers on the front lines is rising. Today, 78% of nurses say they are experiencing unprecedented levels of physical, emotional and mental stress, and 67% of nurses plan to leave their facility or the industry altogether.9















You are at the heart of what we do and why we innovate.
We safeguard caregivers so you can bolster your operating rooms, reinforce your processes and protect your patients.
We are here to collaborate with you to meet your education, implementation and standardization expectations.
This is just the beginning. And together, we can achieve zero harm — for both caregivers and patients.




Where is my facility on
its culture of safety journey to zero harm?
Take the assessment to find out[image: ]
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Becker's Webinar on the Prevention of Retained Surgical Items
View more
Follow the journey
Various times | In-person event
View more

What would you like 
to learn about?
Submit your areas of interest













Follow our journey to zero



See our latest stories @strykerfornurses
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Zero splash and spills, zero airborne contaminants, zero smoke, zero retained surgical sponges, zero blind spots, zero trips & falls, zero drug diversion, and zero doubt messages are not guarantees and are aspirational in nature.
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Zero splash and spills, zero airborne contaminants, zero smoke, zero retained surgical sponges, zero blind spots, zero trips & falls, zero drug diversion, and zero doubt messages are not guarantees and are aspirational in nature.
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